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Hat with fur ball on top

Source: Gents If you only wear baseball caps to the stadium, then you wear them wrong. The famous accessory may be a symbol of the Americana team, but there is a whole other side to this hat. Step up to the major leagues with a new set of ball caps that may lack team color, but they're great at
trendsetting style. No need to wait until the baseball season begins for these snapbacks that are made for winter wear with high-end materials, luxe detailing, and a beautifully minimal style that is both sporty and sophisticated. Dare we say some of these hats are even pretty smart. Whether or not your
players score, these caps are in an all-star team, meaning they always win. Rah-ra spirit has never looked so suave. 1. Larose Houndstooth Baseball Cap Source: Larose Some French je ne sais quoi comes standard in this houndstooth baseball cap from a Parisian supplier of handmade, timeless hats.
The classic black and white checkered pattern gets a sporty-cool update with signature labels short edge and 100% merino lambswool construction. This dapper finish round your look while the wool makes it shoo-in for brisk pace. We can see this with classic black tailoring or taken on a slightly sharper
side with ripped denim and boots. 2. Gents Nightrider Flat Brim Baseball Cap Source: Gents Sometimes a very image of swagger comes with a touch of whistling quilted and a plush hint of one of the best fall materials: suede. So has the case with this Nightrider flat edge cover, which is part of the Gents
Luxe collection - and it's easy to see why he made the cut on the luxury list. Making suede and sharp embroidery has the power to dress up any outfit in the blink of an eye, so you can take the night by storm. 3. Segna Matte Rubber Couture Baseball Cap Source: Segna Ermenegildo Segna Couture
baseball cap has the X Factor immediately up your game. While the hat made a cameo at the men's designer Milan fashion show, it looks just as good off the runway and in reality that with its trend forward, matte rubberized technical coating that is rain resistant, too. Talk about form and function.



However, ultra-modern style, military green hue, and oversized metallic grommets are something that just got us on hi. The cover is also available in hacks. 4. Loro Piana Cashmere Baseball Cap Source: Loro Piana If a baseball cap can be luxurious, then this incarnation of the Navy cashmere from Loro
Piana certainly fits the bill. Maybe it might seem a little extravagant, signing up for upwards of $550, but the bland and luxurious cashmere-building thing of luxury to wear, especially in winter - is worth it, regardless of the occasion. 5. Brooks Brothers Baseball Cap Source: Brothers baseball hat gets a
luxurious new life in this hat Brooks Brothers, which is created in Italy Italy virgin wool and cashmere with corduroy bill. A beautiful blend of winter textures is what sets this hat apart. The all-black black version is the most versatile and will look the dressiest. But we'd give high marks to both navy and tan
and red and charcoal variations, which both have contrasting bills for color blocked flair. 6. Club Monaco Suede Baseball Cap Source: Club Monaco Rethinking the Standard Baseball, this Monaco club should have turns in soft suede. It's an exquisite look at the all-American accessory, infusing the sleek
minimalist style and international flair. The leather snap tab and gunmetal tonal equipment create a seamless, monochrome look that is well suited to sharp tailoring or just for street style. 7. Gents Ryan Leather Metal Baseball Cap Source: Gents While you could go for a full midas touch with a Gents
Goldie cover, perhaps you crave a more subtle edge. The Ryan metal hat provides the best of both worlds with a black leather design contrasted with the bronze-gold bill. It's a bit hip-hop and a bit of rock 'n' roll. It's definitely made for those metallic leather high top sneakers that may or may not be in your
closet. 8. Lumativ Keep It 100 Cap Source: Lumativ If the 100 sign is one of the most used emojis (you know who you are), then it's probably time to take your game to the next level with this Keep It 100 snapback from Lumativ. At first glance, it may look like a regular hat, but it shines brighter than
everyone else with 19 illuminated color options. Oh, and it's rechargeable, too, so you never have to go without a glow. Follow Rachel on Twitter @rachellw and Instagram @rachellwatkins More from Gear and Style Cheat Sheet: Product: Red Hat 8.0Pro: Available for a wide range of systems, lots of
support software, subscription-based updates. Con:No disk partion toolSummary: The most famous and widely available Linux is suitable for a wide range of corporate and home applications. Rating: Company: Red Hat When you first heard about Linux, it's probably Red Hat Linux, and for good reason.
Red Hat entered the market in 1994 and became the largest and most recognized open source software company. Red Hat currently has more than 500 employees and 15 locations worldwide, headquartered in Durham, North Carolina. Red Hat is not only known for Linux systems, but also participates in
a number of business ventures that complement its Linux activities. In addition to Red Hat 8.0 and Red Hat Linux Professional, the company offers a variety of operating systems and services for many different built-in and specialized system platforms. For example, Redhat operating system technologies
for execution and development such as Embedded Linux, EL/IX, RedBoot, uClinux and GNUPro. It also sells eCOS in real time system and provides custom porting and optimization services. Red Hat claims to offer one platform that spans from PDA to mainframes. The range of supported platforms and
durability make Red Hat one of the most capable Linux distributions for business and home. Supported by a number of core vendor architectures, including Intel Itanium, IBM iSeries, pSeries and zSeries, Red Hat Alpha Deluxe, Hewlett Packard for Alpha processors (based on Red Hat 7.2 code - demand
will determine whether Red Hat will support other releases for Alpha) and others. In addition to extensive hardware support, commercial Red Hat application packages are available for Oracle 8I as well as IBM DB2, Domino,000, WebSphere, and Small Business Suite. Red Hat manufactures its own
database software based on PostgreS'L, in addition to freely available database software and other commercial database offerings. Red Hat also offers several e-commerce business solutions, including an e-commerce package, a Stronghold Secure web server, CCVS credit card checks, and a set of
exchange documentation. Complementing its wide range of software products, Red Hat also offers a subscription service called Red Hat Network, which provides a convenient way to keep your system up to date with the latest software updates and security. Last year, Red Hat increased the number of
services offered through the Red Hat network and uses its subscription services to differentiate itself from other providers, especially in the corporate server market. Additional Linux resources featuring the requirement of word of mouth for their top-notch beans for crochet, Uganda-based Krochet Kids has
grown from 10 full-time employees to over 70. Mind in trade. Customers and employees get things they don't see very often. in Uganda, it is stable employment. In the U.S., it's a skill. Call it a charity for the web generation: design conscious and entrepreneurial, a way to make donations as economically
attractive as they are heart warming. If the bottom line is to take care of the cause, this basic, serious approach (buy a hat, change lives) is highly effective. The organization, which was founded by four friends from Spokane, Washington, has just released a line of beanies for the fall season. Available
now on KrochetKids.com. Price: $25-$30.WANT MORE WANTED? Follow Wanted @wantedblog Twitter and Ah, U.S. Open. Andre, Roger, Serena, me - and $24,000 of camera equipment. Tennis, anyone? Every year I use the U.S. Open as my little testing ground for the latest digital cameras. I don't go
to tennis. I'm not a big fan of the game; teenagers in short shirts and fluorescent clothing hall didn't do it for me. I go because, like a lab testing camera, Open has a game, set and match. Corners from pit press, courtside and midcourt schmoozer schmoozer the cabs turn even lame shooters like me - for
at least one day - into the grandfather of all sports shutterbugs, Walter Iooss Jr. With this kind of access and equipment, you just can't miss it, says Jim Sugar, a freelance professional photographer for Sports Illustrated who gives Iooss a run for his acting shooting money. This year, the news in the
cameras is cheap, digital, single-lens reflex blocks. Single-lens cameras are the ultimate photographer's tool. They are portable, fully automatic and, best of all, allow you to see exactly what the camera sees. The mirror reflects the image directly from the focal point in the back of the lens to your eye. Don't
guess what's where, both at pedestrian points and shoot units. The only problem with single-lens cameras has always been the price. The simple point and shoot units were enough for the average Jane to capture the magic of digital photography. Most sane people (a group that certainly doesn't include
me) will never drop the few thousand dollars he used to catch a digital single-lens camera. But no more than that. Thomas Hogan, an independent analyst for the photo and electronics industry, estimates sales of digital single-cell reflective cameras will grow by about 30% in 2006, to nearly 5.2 million
units. And major suppliers like Canon (CAJ) - Get The Report, Nikon, Olympus (OCPNY) , Sony (SNE) - Get the report and others drop prices on one lens with abandon to fill this demand: Expect a solid mid-market digital single-lens camera like the Canon 350DX or Nikon D50 to be below $500 by the
holidays. It's a ton of cameras for money, enough to lure even the most budget camera buyer to the superior qualities of a single-lens reflex camera. To get an idea of the explosion of the digital single dollar, I compared the new Olympus E-330 ($999, body only) to the top-line Canon EOS-1D IIN ($3,999
body only) - check out B'H Photo to purchase information. Almighty OlympusFirst, Olympus. It's a question of what the E-330 doesn't have, not what it does. All the high-quality features that were once strictly pro-only here: fully automated focus and exposure, interchangeable bayonet lenses, automatic
integrated flash, a full set of controls, three frames per second exposure and a full range of presets for different shooting situations. The E-330 even comes with a 2.5-inch preview screen diagonal, like the kind you'll find at point-and-shoot cameras. Very smooth. The image quality of the E-330 and the
overall usability are solid. At the start of the match, Olympus beautifully captured Rafael Nadal's gruesome outfits in their full crimson flush. (Who is wearing this child?) The camera also had a lot of speed. On a long 300-millimeter lens, Nadal at 120 The serve was frozen in time, just before it nearly blew
me in the head while I was down in the press pit. On the match for the outside court Justin Gimelstob against David David I checked Olympus' other lenses. The camera is handled wide-angle and the portrait work beautifully. I had nothing but waiting for Gimelstob to do something worth filming, which took
a while. He's a basic guy. It just stands there and explodes away. Charge the net, please, right? Canon Ball RunNext, the Canon. EOS 1D IIN is the best in the top line of digital cameras to capture action. The device limits the resolution to relatively light 8 megapixels; Other cameras in this price range
have insane 16 megapixel resolution, if not more. But Canon can run at 8.5 frames per second with nearly 45 exposures, a pace as blistering as Nadal's serve. Canon comes in full metal and rubber housing that can be mistaken for gym weight. And the device has every conceivable function: full video
outputs, hundreds of control settings, a 2.5-inch bright liquid crystal screen. Nevermind that I missed the rest of the match Serena Williams because I couldn't figure out how to work the thing. Or that I was asked to hold on from the outside match court because I did too many scenes still trying to figure out
how to work the thing. Or that it took most of the rest of the day to finally figure out how to work the thing. Because when do I figure out how to work Canon? Oh, baby, what a camera. Canon EOS is the 82nd Airborne Assassin Images: there's a Canon in hand, you bag your shot. It's that simple. I couldn't
travel to EOS. At 30 feet, 60 feet, 150 feet it was all dead at focus of impact. I even got a full shot of Chris Everett at CBS Booth. The shot would have been a cunning, blurry mess on most rigs, but not Canon - it was as if Chris was standing next to me. Now, cost aside, these cameras are not without their
problems. Mass is a big problem. Even the relatively lightweight Olympus weighs almost two pounds with lenses. And the canon? Forget it. Expect to haul about 10 pounds of camera, lenses and other accessories. These cameras are a commitment to bear. But who cares? The Olympus E-330 is a terrific
camera for money. If you are looking for a decent gift this Christmas, consider it. But if you want a terrific camera, without compromise I'm going to get that shot at anything, then Canon is for you. Personally, I can't think of a better way to spend a few thousand dollars - at least for now. Enjoy the good
life? Email us with what you would like to see in future articles. Jonathan Blum is a freelance writer and analyst based in Westchester, New York. He wrote for The Associated Press and Popular Science and appeared on FoxNews and WB. Wb.
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